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AU groups in this note are additively written p-primary abelian groups. 
If G is such a group, WC define the subgroup p?G, for all ordinals cy, in the 
usual inductive manner. If G is reduced and x is a nonzero clement of G, 
then we define h,(x) to be the first ordinal a such that x E p”G and x $ pULIG. 
We set h,(O) == c/3 and follow the convention CL < co for all ordinals a. \Yith 
each element s E G we associate its Uht sequence u,(x) = (a,, , aI ,..., a,& ,...) 
where LY ,, : h,(p%). Um sequences are ordered in the obvious pointwise 
manner. Following Kaplansky [5], we call a reduced primary group G 
transitire if for each pair of elements X, y E G such that U,(X) = UC;(y) 
there exists an automorphism of G mapping x to y and fzdly transitive if 
UG(x) < V,(y) implies the existence of an endomorphism of G mapping x 
to y. In [J] it is shown that transitivity implies full transitivity at least when 
p f 2. The existence of reduced primary groups that are neither transitive 
nor fully transitive was first established in [6]. -4s indicated by our title, 
we shall here construct a reduced primary group that is fully transitive 
but not transitive. We rely heavily on Corner’s construction in [1] of primary 
groups with certain prescribed endomorphism rings. Unfortunately, Corner’s 
methods, which are based on ideas originally due to Crawlcy [2], treat 
only primary groups without elements of infinite height, that is, groups G 
for which pwG = 0. Hut, of course, groups without elements of infinite 
height are both transitive and fully transitive. Rather than generalizing 
Corner’s results to a wider class of groups, we shall use a make-shift con- 
struction that yields a group G with p”G cyclic and with appropriately 
restricted endomorphism ring. An endomorphism C#J of G will be called a 
small edomorphism if for each positive integer k there exists a nonnegative 
integer n such that (p”G)[p”] is contained in the kernel of 4. We denote 
the endomorphism ring of G as End G and the ideal of small endomorphisms 
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as End, G. Each p-primary group G is, of course, a module over the ring 
zP of p-adic integers and, more important for our purposes, End G is a 
unital 2,-algebra when G is unbounded. 
Let B = @,“,,(b,J be a basic subgroup of the torsion-complete group B 
where O(h,) = pzn for each n. If b,’ = b, -p2b,,+, , then B’ = @zsl(b,,‘) 
is also a basic subgroup of i?. Let u be that unique endomorphism of B 
such that a(b,) = p2b,+, for each II and let @ denote the unital 2,-subal- 
gebra of End i? generated by cr, that is, Q, consists of all polynomials 
a0 J- q.7 + *** + cY:,cF where the ai’s are p-adic integers. An inspection of 
the arguments of [I] yields pure subgroups H and K of B such that 
End H -= @ I End, fZ, End K = 0 -j- End, K, B’ _C H, br $ H and 
K = (H, b, , 6, ,..., b, ,... .) Next we denote the generators of Z(p”) as 
co 9 Cl ). ..) en ). . . where O(c,) = p and PC,,, = c,, for each II. Then define 
elements a, of B 0 Z(p”) by a0 = co , a,, = cztz + b, and a,,-, = pa,, 
for n positive. Set G = (H, a,, a, ,..., a, ,... ). G is then a reduced primary 
group with pwG = (ao>. Nloreover, the map x that takes 
(A -I- @2 -k -*- + tnu2,) j pwG to h + tlb, + --* + tnbn 
is an isomorphism of G$PG onto K. 
We next extend u to an endomorphism of G, which we continue to denote 
as U, by mapping a, to itself and u, to psu,,, for n = 1,2,... . As extended 
to G, (T is actually the restriction to G of the direct sum of (T with the identity 
map of Z(p”). It should be evident that (T is an isomorphism of G onto p2G. 
There is, of course, a canonical map from End G to End G/PUG which 
maps the endomorphism 4 to the endomorphism 4 defined by&(x + pUG) = 
4(x) + pwG. It is easily seen that urr = ~3, where r is the isomorphism from 
G,‘p”G to k’ defined above, and it therefore follows that End G&G = 
CD’ -+ End, G@G where @’ is the unital $,-subalgcbra generated by 6. 
We wish to show that End G := CD + End, G. Let (b E End G and write 
4 = f(6) + 5 where f E g$[Xj and 5 E End, G/pp”G. Then 5 = 4 where 
# = 4 -f(o). Since pUG C G[p] and 4~ End, G/pp”G it follows that 
p$ E End, G and therefore I/J E End, G since End G/End, G is torsion-free. 
Finally, P’JJG C G[p] implies that the kernel of the homomorphism 
End G -* End G/pwG is contained in End, G and we conclude that 
+G@ + End,G. 
Now consider an endomorphism CJ~ of G with a representation 
a0 -I- qu -k *** -I- a,,(~* + 5 with 5 E End, G and CY,, a unit in .??=. Since 
(p”G)[ p] C Ker 1 for some n and u( pnG) C P”+~G for all positive integers n, 
we can write G = ti 3 I/ where U is a bounded direct summand of B’, 
Y[p] C Ker [ and o( C’) C I’. It is easily seen that $( G’) is a pure subgroup 
of G with V[p] as its soclc and therefore G = Cr @ c#( G’). Having made 
this observation, a slight modification of the argument given in Section 4 of [3] 
shows that G has the exciralzge property, that is, if A = G @I E = D, @ D, , 
then A = G 3 D,’ @ 11,’ where D,’ and D,’ are subgroups of D, and D, 
respectively. 
For all its striking properties, the group G constructed above is not the 
one we seek. Indeed, the fact that p*G is eyciic implies that G is both 
transitive and fully transitive. The group WC desire is actually A = G @ M 
where M is isomorphic to PG. Let 4 be any automorphism of A. Then 
A = G @ M =- b(G) @(,6(M). The fact that G has the exchange property 
and an inspection of the Urn invariants of A lead immediately to the 
conclusion that A = G @ ~(~~). consequential, if $ is a generator of pw&f, 
$(&J # a, and we conclude that A is not transitive. 
Our group A, however, is fully transitive, although a proof of this fact 
is laborious. We strike a compromise between the two extremes of giving 
a detailed proof and leaving the verification to the reader. We shah show 
that for any two elements of A with the same Urn sequence there exists 
an end~morphism of A mapping the first element to the second. Then 
the proof of Theorem 26 in [S] wiif show that A is fully transitive at least 
for p # 2. 
We first introduce a further bit of notation: M - pG where g +g is an 
isomorphism of G onto G. Now let x and x1 be elements of A with the 
same UIm sequence. If the cyclic subgroups generated by x and x, intersect 
p”A trivially, then it is well-known that there exists an endomorph&m of A 
mapping x to xl _ Assume then that 
U,(x) = UA(Xl) = (no ) ?$ )...I n+ , w, co, co,...) 
where nk :*-- m - 1. If p”+lr = in, + tpal , then x = y + pm-h(sam+l + tpanJc,J 
with c’,(r) = (a ~ n, 7.==, Mu, 00, CO,..,). Similarly, there is a representation 
x1 =yx -,- pyslpu,+z f- tlp*i&J with IjrA(y1) = (n, 1 Al ,*.‘, “b , 03, 02 ,..‘). 
There is some minor variation in the proof depending on whether m is even 
or odd. We write out the details only in the case m is odd. Suppose then 
that m r= 2n - 1. By Lemma 59.2 in [4j, there exists a maximal p”l-bounded 
direct summand U of A which contains y. It is easily verified that 
.4 =: U @ (b,‘) @L @AT where 
Xote that a mt3 := a2n+z EL, There is clearly an endomor~hism of A that 
maps y to yx and which vanishes on @%‘> ‘3 L @ N. It remains then only to 
show that there exists an cndomorphism that maps w~+.~ ,-I- +z~+~ to 
$1 pana+ -/- %p247,+3 and vanishes on U. But here, of course, there are various 
cases depending on which, if any, of the four integers s, t, si and t, are zero. 
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To cover all possible cases it is enough to establish the following four facts: 
(1) there is an cndomorphism of A that maps CZ,,+~ E (b,,‘) @IL to $vz~~,.~ 
and vanishes on c’ @ N, (2) an cndomorphism that maps CZ,+~ to ~“a~+, 
and vanishes on U 8 N, (3) an endomorphism that maps p&,.,, E M to pam+2 
and vanishes on U 8 (b,‘) @L, (4) an endomorphism that maps p~~,,,.~ to 
p’ii m+9 and vanishes on U 8 (!I,‘) 3 L. Since a,,,, := b,’ i-- ~a,,~+~ , (I) is 
accomplished by projecting onto L. (2) is achieved by projecting onto 
(b,“) GL, applying u and following with the map ,g +> g. For (3), we need 
only project onto X and apply the inverse of the map g -PS. Since 
pii n,,2 = p28nli3 , the cndomorphism desired in (4) is obtained by simply 
projecting on N and following with the identity map. 
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